Abstract-The operational space of an autonomous vehicle (AV) can be diverse and vary significantly. Due to this, formulating a rule based decision maker for selecting driving maneuvers may not be ideal. Similarly, it may not be efficient to solve optimal control problem in real-time for a predefined cost function. In order to address these issues and to avoid peculiar behaviors when encountering unforeseen scenario, we propose a reinforcement learning (RL) based method, where the ego car, i.e., an autonomous vehicle, learns to make decisions by directly interacting with the simulated traffic. Here the decision maker is a deep neural network that provides an action choice for a given system state. We demonstrate the performance of the developed algorithm in highway driving scenario where the trained AV encounters varying traffic density.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement learning (RL), is a branch of artificial intelligence where an agent learns an optimal control strategy by interacting with the environment. Over the last few years there are many monumental success stories in RL. The most spectacular and well-known results involve state-of-the-art performance in many challenging tasks such as video games [1] , game of Go [2] , and continuous control of physical systems [3] , [4] .
In recent years autonomous driving has been a subject of great interest among both researchers and general public. Autonomous vehicles (AVs) have enormous economic potential, can significantly enhance mobility options, and potentially reducing carbon footprint [5] . As in any robotic system, autonomous driving also involves decision making. Generally in an AV, the decision making is done by solving a number of path planning problems. They are formulated as a set of optimization problems, subject to various system and environmental constraints. The solution corresponding to the lowest cost is often chosen as reference to the low-level controller [6] . This approach is computationally intensive, additionally due to the real time constraints on the solver, the obtained reference path may not result in a comfortable user experience. Compare this to human driving, where a driver perceives the surrounding traffic and makes a maneuver decision, such as change lane, maintain speed, or brake etc. Based on this decision, the driver then proceeds with steering and throttle/brake pedal actuation to perform the maneuver with a smooth path. This approach fits well within the realm of the RL framework.
In this work we develop a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) agent for highway driving. The DRL agent is designed 1 Ford Greenfield Labs, 3251 Hillview Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94304, USA snageshr@ford.com. by training an ego vehicle (EV) to learn a policy by directly interacting with diverse simulated traffic. The foundation of our DRL agent is a modified version of the double deep Q-network (DDQN) algorithm that was first discussed in [7] , [8] . DDQN is considered as one of the state-of-the art RL algorithm for continuous state and discrete action space optimal control problems. As detailed in [7] , DDQN not only rectifies overestimation problem of DQN [1] but also improves performance across many benchmark problems. In this work we customize DDQN from [7] to include the following distinctive features.
• First, we augment the DDQN learning agent with a short-horizon safety check. In a critical situation, if the original DDQN action choice was deemed unsafe then the safety check will replace it with an alternate safe action, provided there is a safe alternative. For training, Q-learning often relies on an exploration policy, such as -greedy, as we have experienced and as one may anticipate, arbitrary exploration without constraints could frequently lead to scenarios involving collisions, and in turn, simulation resets. The safety check augmentation significantly improves the learning efficiency in avoiding frequent resets during training. Additionally during inference phase the safety check can be used as an override authority whenever a nonsafe maneuver was chosen by the algorithm. This rare situation may occur for example, due to the use of function approximation such as neural networks. The safety rules is based on kinematic constraints so as to minimize the collision risks. Safety rules are elaborated in section III and are similar to the ones proposed in [9] .
• Second, we keep the situations that invoke the safety violation in a collision buffer. As such, the safety check facilitates a constrained exploration during learning this enhances learning efficiency and achieves stable learning [10] , [11] . Use of two buffers is a simpler version of prioritized experience replay as discussed in [12] .
These changes were found to be essential for both stability and efficiency of the DRL agent and will be discussed in detail in Section. IV of the paper. We demonstrate the usability of the developed algorithm for highway driving of an AV with varying traffic density in a simulation environment. In summary, the key contributions of this work are: 1) We develop a DRL agent and a corresponding control architecture for highway autonomous driving using deep Q-network as a decision maker in conjunction with standard state feedback controllers. 2) We integrate the semantic information of the rules of the road in the form of a short-horizon safety check complementing with the statistical inference mechanism used in the DDQN algorithm. The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a preliminary introduction on RL for decision making and control is presented. Following that, in Section. III, the proposed DDQN based algorithm along with the DRL based control architecture is explained. The implementation of the DRL agent for highway driving of an autonomous vehicle in an varying traffic density is given in Section. IV. Finally, Section. V concludes the paper with a note on our future research.
II. PRELIMINARIES: DEEP LEARNING FOR CONTROL
In this section we provide a brief theoretical background on decision making and control using deep reinforcement learning. Additionally, we elaborate on the main motivation for the control architecture presented in this article.
A. Reinforcement learning
In reinforcement learning (RL) an agent learns an optimal behavior with respect to a cost function by directly interacting with the system. Generally, RL problem is formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP) which is formally defined by a tuple S, A, T , R . Where S ∈ R n is the state-space, A is the action space, T : S ×A → S is the state transformation function, and R : S × A × S → R is the user defined reward function.
At each time step t the learning agent selects an action a t according to some policy π based on the current system state s t , i.e., a t = π(s t ). For discrete action space a t will be from a set of feasible actions in A. On applying this action the system's state s t transitions to a new state s t+1 , along with this the environment provides a scalar reward r t+1 . This process is repeated either until N s samples or the agent reaches a terminal state, this is called a learning episode. After the termination, the learning episode is restarted, this step is repeated either until N e episodes or convergence. In RL, it is assumed that the system under consideration satisfies the Markovian property [13] .
The goal in RL is to learn a policy π so as to maximize the total accumulated reward termed as return R t = ∞ k=0 γ k r t+k where the scalar constant γ ∈ (0, 1] is called the discount factor. For discrete action space the optimal policy is obtained by solving for the optimal Q function, called action value function. An optimal Q function satisfies the Bellman equation:
(1) Any action a that satisfies (1) in state s will be an optimal action in that state. Since last few years RL has had a significant success [1] , [2] , [14] , [4] , [3] . This can be mainly attributed to augmenting RL with deep learning techniques [15] .
B. Decision making and low-level actuation
In this section, inspired by an example from [13] (see Chapter 1.2), we elaborate on the difference between decision making (D's) and low level actuation (C's) : Phil wants to have breakfast, he may chose between having cereal or a bagel (D 1 ), after deciding he will either walk to the cupboard or to the counter (C 1 ). Based on D 1 he will either pick a choice of cereal (D 2 ) then walk to fridge (C 2 ) to get milk or chose a bagel (D 3 ) and walk to the toaster (C 3 ), etc. This entire process involves a series of decision making followed by low-level actuation. A high-level decisions (i.e., D's) are decided by reward function such as pleasure, getting enough nutrition etc. Whereas low level actuation is characterized by a series of hand-eye coordination.
Any RL methodology that tries to solve both decision making and actuation simultaneously may require a large amount of training data. In this work we simplify this process by having a clear hierarchy between high-level decision making and low level actuation. Whereas RL is used to solve the decision making problem, classical feedback control method such as PID is used for low-level actuation. In a way the methodology presented here has considerable overlap with hierarchical RL where both decision making and control are learned simultaneously subject to a set of related but different cost functions [16] . For training the decision making agent we use a modified DDQN algorithm from [7] .
C. Need for safety
During the initial learning phase an agent often tries all viable actions. Unfortunately this curiosity may be fatal and can become expensive particularly when learning on a physical setup [17] . For example while training a highway driving agent, use of unguided exploration could frequently lead to collision or near-miss scenarios, which may result in simulation resets, thus slowing the learning process. Additionally even after convergence, due to the function approximation of the Q-network, the trained agent may chose a non-safe maneuver. In order to address these issues, we augment the DDQN decision maker with an explicit shorthorizon safety check that is used both while learning and also during the implementation phase. Safe exploration or safe-RL is an active research topic, for a detailed survey on inclusion of various safety mechanisms during learning see [10] .
A standard RL approach, such as DDQN, may require a lot of samples before an agent realizes constraints on the action choice in certain states. For example, consider a highway where one of the lane has been barricaded by concrete blocks, see Fig. 1a . A standard epsilon-greedy algorithm may need to collide multiple times before learning that the action change lane to right when in the right-most lane to be catastrophic. This may result in significant waste of learning effort as the agent will spend considerable time exploring irrelevant regions of the state and action space. Additionally, by virtue of function approximation there is a small probability, where the trained DDQN agent may still chose change lane to right leading to catastrophic outcome. This can be avoided by including an explicit short-horizon safety check that evaluates the action choice by the learning agent and provides an alternative safe action whenever it is feasible [11] .
In the RL algorithm presented in this work (see Section III) we use a simple safety check based on common sense road rules. This forces the agent to avoid non-safe actions in dangerous situations resulting in faster learning. Our approach is similar to a teacher who provides corrective action when it is necessary [18] . Note that the safety controller may not be optimal, i.e., an expert in the task under consideration.
III. SAFE DECISION MAKING FOR AV
The DRL architecture used in this work for autonomous highway driving is given in Fig. 2 .
Unlike the mediated perception method that relies on complete reconstruction of scene prior [19] , [20] , we use the concept of affordance indicators, i.e., state variables based on the direct perception approach from [21] . For a three lane highway scenario, the ego vehicle (EV) can be surrounded by up to six traffic vehicles (TV), see Fig. 1b . In total 24 indicators are used represent the spatio-temporal information of the six nearest traffic vehicles (see Fig. 1b ). From the ego vehicle's perspective they are the relative distances and velocities in the longitudinal and lateral direction, to the closest front and rear car in the left, center, and the right lane.
Here the lane occupancy of a TV and the closest car to EV are obtained using the methodology presented in [22] . In addition to the 24 traffic vehicle states we use longitudinal velocity v ex , lateral position d ey , and lateral velocity v ey , of the ego vehicle e. Since the affordance indicators are formulated w.r.t. ego vehicle we do not need a state corresponding to longitudinal position of the ego vehicle. These variables are minimal requirement for highway driving, however they are not sufficient for all highway driving tasks such as use of restricted lane, interchange, on-ramp to enter the highway, off-ramp to exit, etc.
A total of 27 affordance indicators, i.e., s t ∈ R 27 are used as an input to the deep Q-network. The Q-network is trained by using a customized variant of the deep double Qlearning algorithm from [7] , see Algorithm 1. For decision making of an AV in a highway driving scenario, we consider four action choices along longitudinal direction, namely, maintain, accelerate, brake, and hard brake. Whereas for lateral direction we assume three action choices, one for lane keep, change lane to right, and change lane to left, respectively. This results in 12 unique action choices. For each of these action choices a numerical value can be assigned as in [23] , for example for longitudinal acceleration four different discrete choices {a 1 , 0, −a 1 , −a 2 } may be considered. Alternatively, one can obtain the reference for the throttle or brake controller either using the intelligent driver model (IDM) [24] or adaptive cruise control [25] , etc. The reference for the steering controller is self-evident, it is either stay in lane or change lane to right or left. To obtain the steering command we use a simple feedback controller [26] κ cmd = f (k road , e y off , e ψ , T LC , v ex )
where k road is the road curvature, e ψ is the heading angle offset, T LC is the desired time to complete a lane change, and the reference e y off is the lateral offset to the desired position. When the DDQN agent decides to perform a lane change, the absolute value of the lane offset e y off will be set to the lane width. The inputs to the steering feedback controller (2) can be considered as additional affordance indicators which can be obtained from the perception module. As elaborated in Section II-C, we use an explicit shorthorizon safety check to validate the action choice by DDQN. For the current action choice, the safety controller verifies common sense but well known rules of the road such as ensuring a minimum relative gap to a TV based on its relative velocity,
where d TV , v TV are the relative distance and relative velocity to a traffic vehicle, T min is the minimum time to collision, d TVmin is the minimum gap which must be ensured before executing the action choice by the DDQN. If this condition is not satisfied and when it is feasible, an alternate safe action will be provided by the short-horizon safety controller. In this example we use a simple variant of the intelligent driver model (IDM) [24] to provide safe alternative longitudinal action, and is formulated as
where a s is the safe action, T C is the calculated time to collision [27] , T HB and T B are the thresholds above which the decision made by the DDQN agent is considered to be safe.
In particular we use the following safety check prior to performing an action given by DDQN:
1) Instead of the in-lane longitudinal action by DDQN, chose a safe action using (4) if (3) is not satisfied and the ego vehicle is faster than the preceding vehicle. Lane abort is initiated by switching to an appropriate action which is opposite to the current lateral direction. Generally in many RL applications after learning, the trained agent is frozen and used as a feedback controller. However, in reality the agent may encounter new information, additionally there can be a considerable variation between the training environment and the real-world experience. Also due of function approximation there can be a small probability of choosing an unsafe action even by the trained agent, this can happen even after convergence and in the absence of any explicit exploration. In order to address these issues, in the implementation phase we augment the trained DDQN agent with the short-horizon safety check that was used during learning. In the following section we apply the developed DRL based decision making Algorithm 1 for autonomous highway driving.
IV. USE OF DRL FOR DECISION MAKING
In this section we will show the usability of our DRL based decision making Algorithm 1 for autonomous highway driving. First, we introduce the vehicle dynamical model that was used for training, following this we will elaborate on the training environment and evaluate the learned policy.
A. Vehicle dynamics
Each vehicle is modeled using a computationally efficient point-mass model. For longitudinal equations of motion we use a discrete-time double integrator,
where t is the time index, ∆t is the sampling time, x ∈ R is the longitudinal position, and v x ∈ R is the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle. For the lateral motion we assume a simple kinematic model
where y ∈ R is the lateral position of the car. In (5) and (6), the external control inputs a x (t) and v y (t) represents the longitudinal acceleration and lateral velocity of the vehicle, respectively. We assume a x (t) to vary from nominal acceleration, to hard brake and is discretized into four values, i.e., a x = {a 1 , 0, −a 1 , −a 2 }, with a 1 = 2 m/s 2 and a 2 = 4 m/s 2 . Only in case of emergency hard braking of a x = −a 2 is applied. The lateral velocity v y (t) provides a reference lane for the vehicle, we assume a lane change action requires 5 seconds to complete [28] , with an option of aborting the lane change maneuver during each sampling instance. In this work we use 1 Hz sampling.
B. Simulation environment
For training we use a three lane circular loop and is an approximation of an infinite stretch of straight highway. At the beginning of an episode, anywhere between {1, · · · , N T } number of cars are placed randomly within a distance of 250 m from the ego car. In this example we chose N T to be 30.
During learning stage the ego car (see Fig. 1b ) uses an -greedy policy to make decisions, whereas for the traffic vehicles a combination of controllers from [23] and [22] are used along with an IDM controller. Additionally the traffic vehicles can randomly chose to perform lane change. For the traffic vehicles, the system parameters such as maximum velocity are randomly chosen. This is to ensure a diverse traffic scenario in training and evaluation. We assume that all the traffic vehicles take into account the relative distance and velocity to preceding vehicle before making a decision, i.e., they will not rear end the preceding car in the same lane. We use Algorithm 1 to train an agent for decision making.
C. Decision making for ego vehicle
In order to train the policy π we use a reward function ρ that consists of a set driving goals for the ego car. It is formulated as a function of Algorithm 1 A DRL based safe decision maker for autonomous highway driving 1: Initialize: Buf S , Buf C , Q(θ) and target networkQ(θ) withθ = θ 2: for episode =1,N e , do 3: Initialize: {1, · · · , N T } cars randomly, obtain affordance indicator s 0
4:
for samples t =1,N S , or Collision, do 5: With select random action a t , else a t = arg max a Q ((s t , a, θ t ) Sample random minibatch (s j , a j , s j+1 , r j+1 ) from Buf S and Buf C 14:
,θ t if sample is from Buf S
15:
Perform gradient descent on (y j − Q(s j , a j , θ t )) Every N C episodes setQ = Q
17:
end for 18: end for
• Desired traveling speed subject to traffic condition (7), • Desired lane and lane offset subject to traffic condition (8), • Relative distance to the preceding car based on relative velocity (9),
where v ex , d ey , and d lead are the ego velocity, lateral position, and the longitudinal distance to the lead vehicle respectively. Similarly, v des , y des , and d safe are the desired speed, lane position, and safe longitudinal distance to the lead vehicle respectively.
We train the DRL agent for a total of 10000 episodes. Where each episode lasts until 200 samples or collision, whichever is earlier. Exploration is continuously annealed from 1 to 0.2 over first 7000 episodes and then kept constant for the remaining duration of learning. The Q-network is a deep neural network with 2 hidden layers each having 100 fully connected leaky ReLU's [29] . We train the network using Adam optimizer [30] with a fixed learning rate of 1e − 4.
In Fig. 3 We evaluate our trained DDQN agent to obtain average velocity with increase in traffic density. We compare this against modified safety controller from (4), where the modification provides an acceleration command when the calculated time to collision T C is higher than T A . This is referred as IDM in Fig. 3 . It must be noted IDM controller from (4) cannot initiate lane change, in order to address this we integrate IDM with lane change decision making from [31] and [32] . Fig. 3 , clearly demonstrates advantage of RL for high level decision making when compared to modelbased approaches. With the increase in traffic density both the trained DDQN agent and the model-based lane change controller converges to IDM controller. This is anticipated since lane change is neither safe nor advantageous in higher traffic density. V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we presented a control architecture based deep RL framework for safe decision making in autonomous driving. The Q-network is augmented with a short-horizon safety control thus embedding few common rules of the road into AV decision making. By using well known feedback controller, high level decision by DDQN is converted into a low-level actuation vis-à-vis, throttle, brake, and steering. We have evaluated the learned controller under varying traffic density, the results demonstrate the superior capabilities of the learned DRL agent. In our future work we plan to extend this work to achieve mandatory lane change, and to perform on-ramp to off-ramp highway driving.
